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Robert Kiyosaki said 'everyone who graduates from school is financially illiterate.' Add a book about financial literacy to your reading list to improve your financial literacy. Below is a list of the top 10 financial literacy books – Let's discuss each financial literacy book in detail along with the takeaway and its main reviews. #1 - Rich Dad Poor
Dad By Robert Kiyosaki Financial Literacy Book Review: This book is a fun story in which the author shares the story of his learning and experiences from his two fathers, who he called the Poor Father, and the other he named Rich Father. Billionaire writer-speaker Robert T.Kiyosaki advocates the importance of financial literacy through
the book and provides basic rules and principles for achieving financial freedom. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Book: Rich don't work for money; they make their money work for them. The Rich acquire assets, but the poor gain obligations. Understand the true meaning of assets and liabilities. Money without financial
intelligence is money soon gone. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #2 – The Intelligent Investor By Benjamin Graham. Financial Literacy Book Review: A globally recognized book on value investing (It's an investment tactic to choose less valuable stocks). Investopedia said physicists were serious about reading about Sir Isaac Newton's
theory of gravity and movement. And investors are seriously reading Benjamin Graham's Books teachings on finance and investment. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Book: While analyzing stocks, throw the emotions of greed and fear out of the window. Focus on the true value of the company and don't believe the
media hype. Protect yourself from great losses. Diversify your portfolio. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #3 - The Richest Man In Babylon By George S. Clason. The Book review of Financial Literacy: Classics was first published in 1926 but its concepts and teachings still apply in today's scenarios. The book is an interesting story set in
ancient Babylon that reveals the secret to the success of personal wealth. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Book: Save ten percent of your own income. Invest the money you save. Free advice. Take advice from experts in the field. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #4 – Stop Acting Rich And Start Living Like a Real
Millionaire By Thomas Stanley Financial Literacy Book Review: This book gives its readers a clear and simple message that lasting wealth and happiness are rarely found through buying expensive items. It shows you how to live like a rich person by amassing more wealth and further using it to achieve financial freedom. Course in this
categoryAll in One Bundle of Financial Analysts (250+ Courses, 40+ Projects)4.9 (1,067 ratings) 250+ Courses | 40+ Projects | 1000+ Hours | Full Lifetime Access | Certificate Key Settlement Takeaways From From Top Financial Literacy Books: Learn the difference between being rich and acting rich. Rich people invest their money so
they can meet their long-term goals. A nonmillionaire tries to emulate the ultra-rich and ends up in financial disaster. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #5 - The Millionaire Next Door The Surprising Secrets of America's Wealthy By Thomas Stanley. Financial Literacy Book review: This book is the result of a broad profile of Americans whose
net worth exceeds a million dollars made by its authors Stanley and Danko. The book tries to capture myths about millionaires and shows the path millionaires can follow to achieve financial freedom. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Book: Millionaires believe more in financial independence than flaunting their high-end
social status. Allocate your time, energy, and money efficiently to build wealth. Choose the right job and take market opportunities. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #6 – Think And Grow Rich by Napolean Hill Financial Literacy Book Review: This book is based on a self-help philosophy. He says this philosophy can help people succeed in
every line of work, just think smart. This book teaches the science of success and the arts to grow your net worth. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Book: To be a millionaire, it's better to learn from a millionaire. Set goals and be flexible about your plan. Feel free to change a plan that doesn't work &lt;&lt; Get this book
&gt;&gt; #7 - The Richest Engineer A Story That Will Uncover the Secrets of the Rich By Abhishek Kumar Financial Literacy Book Review: The author asks a very important question through his book he says, have you ever wondered why some people get rich easily, while others struggle financially all their lives? This question he
answered with the help of stories and conversations between two friends Vinay and Ajay. He said individuals should accumulate wealth by investing their income properly. It also provides some basic principles to follow to achieve what it wants. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Book: Anyone can get rich. We've been
wrongly taught about money all our lives. How to change our attitude towards money. Learn how to increase your income and reduce your expenses and taxes while maintaining your current standard of living. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #8 - From the Rat Race to Financial Freedom By Manoj Arora Financial Literacy Book Review: This
book tries to teach the true meaning of the term Financial Freedom in the simplest way possible. say every one of us is stuck in a mindless rat race (a way of life where people get caught up in a very competitive struggle where they want to earn more money) He added, if someone wants to get out of the rat race and reach reach freedom,
then he must control his finances and build a personal finance plan. Key Takeaways From This Top Financial Literacy Books: Financial freedom is not defined by your net worth or social status. Your income level doesn't mean maters. How much you save and how you invest those maters. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #9 - The Simplest
Path to Wealth By J.L. Collins. Financial Literacy Book Review: This book quotes, Because money is the single most powerful tool we have to navigate this complex world we have created, understanding it is very important. However, the book provides some simple approaches to acquiring and amassing wealth. Key Takeaways From
This Top Financial Literacy Book: Avoid debt. Learn dos and don'ts if you have them. The reality of the stock market and how it actually works. The truth behind social security. &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt; #10 – Your Money Or Your Life 9 Steps to Change Your Relationship with Money and Achieve Financial Independence By Joseph
R.Dominguez. Financial Literacy Book Review: This book is about changing your relationship with money, which is much more than just income, expenses, savings, or debt. This includes the time factor you should spend on these four functions. It also maintains a sense of satisfaction when you connect with your family. The book follows
a 9-step questionnaire to achieve financial freedom. Some of them are discussed in a key takeaway. Key Takeaways From This Financial Literacy Book: Do you have enough money? Do you spend time with your family and friends? Are you satisfied with the contribution you made to the world? &lt;&lt; Get this book &gt;&gt;
Recommended Here we discuss the list of the 10 Best Financial Literacy Books. Here we provide details of the best Financial Literacy Books &amp; peek at what the books are proposed &amp;amp; Takeaways. AMAZON ASSOCIATE DISCLOSURE WallStreetMojo is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associate Program, an
affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising costs by advertising and linking to amazon.com Featuring 1-50 of these 782 financial literacy books linked through affiliate links that help us grow Clever Girl Finance! Please see our disclosure for more information. With so many valuable resources
online, it's easy to ignore picking up any financial literacy books. However, books allow you time to reflect as you read. Because of its long form, books are a great way to delve into money topics or philosophies that align with your goals. In turn, you can use the book to financial health. The personal finance books in this article are a
powerful choice for women to arm themselves with the knowledge and perspective they need to control their financial situation. Top financial literacy books for women Here are 12 great ledgers books for women that you should check out. For smart and intelligent women Clever Girl Finance: Ditch Debt, Save Money, and Build Real
Wealth. Clever Girl Finance founder Bola Sokunbi has committed his career to helping women achieve financial independence. In the book, Bola focuses on the three pillars of personal finance that money-savvy women need to master. As a homemade money expert, Ball shares examples from his own life. In addition, he also shares a
proven financial health process. They include how women can leave debt, start saving, and invest in ways that build wealth for the rest of their lives. The book aims to educate and empower women to identify their own personal needs, challenges, and relationships with money. The story of the mistakes and triumphs of other women's
journeys makes building financial security feel accessible to any reader. For women looking to thrive get a financial life: Personal Finance in their Twenties and Thirties. Written by longtime financial journalist Beth Kobliner, this financial literacy book among millennials wants to explore their financial prowess. Young adults are currently
faced with managing their money in an age of student loan debt and a national housing crisis. Get A Financial Life provides concrete and actionable tips for healthy financial habits that in turn will benefit readers immediately and into the future. For independent women the Real Money Answer for Every Woman: How to Win a Money Game
With or Without a Man. Written by Patrice C. Washington, the book draws from her own experiences with student debt and overspending. In it, she shares how women can dig themselves out of bad money habits. By using the Q &amp;amp; A, Patrice covers how to be responsible for your finances. He covered building credits, bought a
house, and negotiated higher salaries. Whether new readers are in money management or in need of a financial reset, Patrice's advice shows how freedom comes with financial security. Along with the theme of the book's independence, Patrice chose to publish himself. This, for example, is an example of a woman taking her financial
fortune into her own hands. For millennial women who don't want to go bankrupt, Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together. This book by Erin Lowry shows that being young doesn't have to be synonymous with bankruptcy. Erin writes in an relatable style that encourages action on the reader and her
philosophy is Get Your Financial Life Together (#GYFLT). Beyond the basics of budgeting and debt repayment, Erin dived into mindsets and examples where money choices matter. For example, plan a life with a partner and keep control of your money habits in social situations. For independent women On My Own Two Feet: A Modern
Girl's Guide to Personal Finance. Co-authored by Harvard Harvard School graduates and investment experts Manisha Thakor and Sharon Kedar, this book provides a roadmap for money management. Manisha and Sharon guide their readers through all the basics of personal finance. From spending and saving habits to the purpose and
security of large purchases. With the aim of relieving financial stress, the book is packed with useful money advice. For your female maven mindset Is Badass in Making Money: Master the Wealth Mindset. Motivational author Jen Sincero dedicated the book to the internal work that needs to be done to earn and grow the money you
deserve. This is especially useful for entrepreneurs, freelancers, and women who want to negotiate their value. The book focuses on identifying and overcoming obstacles to making money that you've made in your own head. Written with humor and moxie, each chapter uses personal anecdotes of transformation and exercises selfreflection for you to reach your earning potential. This book is for anyone who lives with the belief of limiting financial scarcity and wants to feel abundance. For women who like to plan The 21-Day Financial Fast: Your Path to Financial Peace and Freedom. This financial literacy book by Michelle Singletary is perfect for reading if you need
a clear game plan to start your financial journey. It guides you through a three-week spending hiatus (except for absolute essentials). And it gives you time and space to cope with the bad spending habits you've accumulated, plan to pay down debt, and prepare for normal and unexpected expenses in the future. Michelle admits that
money can be a source of stress and limitations. As a result, these fast 21 days promote financial peace and freedom. For women living with your money or your intentions: 9 Steps to Change Your Relationship with Money and Achieve Financial Independence. Vicki Robin and her co-author Joe Dominguez have sold more than a million
copies of the book. It teaches you to have an agency about how you feel and deal with money during a nine-step program. Vicki touches everything from attention and tidying up to side crowds, and money conversations. Vicki focuses on deliberately in your spending and investments. He explained how to make your money work for you
and the world around us. Much of the book's content ties its background to the ongoing movement of life. For women who believe in supporting other women The Feminist Financial Handbook: A Modern Woman's Guide to a Wealthy Life. This book by Brynne Conroy uses a feminist lens to get close to personal finance. In a society
controlled by anyone who pay, Brynne argues that one way women can create a fairer world is by building their own wealth. Draw from stories of women of different races, sexual orientations, abilities, and financial finances Brynne provides motivation and resources to achieve personal success. For women who want to be young and free
Stop Like Millionaires: No Gimmicks, Luck, or Trust Fund Required. It was written by married couple Kristy Shen and Bryce Leung. Both champion the API movement (Financial Independence, Early Retirement). This non-traditional approach advocates for retirement at any age by reducing spending and capitalizing on investment. Shen
uses a number-driven system that readers can adjust to live life on their own terms, away from the grind of daily work and standard retirement savings. For healthy, rich, and happy women All the Money in the World: What the Happiest People Know About Wealth. This book by Laura Vanderkam flips the script with the idea that money
can't buy happiness. Laura encourages readers to reflect so they can spend and invest in harmony with their personal values and goals. He outlined the idea of using money as a tool. This change in perspective will make you happier with the decisions you make in the short term. As well as the life you build with your money over time. For

women who want to build on Clever Girl Finance's legacy: Learn How to Invest To Work, Grow Your Money. Bola Sokunbi's second book transcends the essentials of day-to-day money management and mendesification of the investment world. Just as easy as her first book, this second Clever Girl Finance book guides budding investors
to take action on long-term financial gain. The ball also provides an example of the difference between making money and building wealth. In addition, he includes pitfalls to avoid and knowledge to utilize to become a successful investor. Even with a modest salary, readers should feel confident in their ability to grow nest eggs for the
future after reading this book. Start Reading Women are generally paid less than men and live longer, and as a result, women's money management is unique. In the end, it is on us to make an extra effort to succeed. These financial literacy books may not be typical lounge-by-the-side-of-the-pool readings, however, you won't regret
getting information. Getting information is the first step to taking over your journey to financial literacy. As you work to achieve your financial health, be sure to check out clever girl finance book club! Club!
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